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Les Misérables (Les Mis to its fans) is the longest-running show in musical theater history,
seen by 65 million people in 42 countries since
its 1985 premiere by the Royal Shakespeare
Company in London. Why has it captured so
many hearts? Victor Hugo’s own words give us
the answer: “Les Misérables is meant for everyone . . . Humankind’s wounds, those huge sores
that litter the world, do not stop at the red and
blue lines drawn on maps. Wherever men go
in ignorance or despair, wherever women sell
themselves for bread, wherever children lack
a book to learn from or a warm hearth, Les Misérables knocks at the door and says, 'Open up,
I am here for you.'"
Opera pays
Hugo drew the mulOpera, theater give
tiple story lines and
local economy a boost.
myriad characters in
Page 6
his mammoth novel
from real events in early 19th century
Paris. He based Jean Valjean’s character on Eugène François Vidocq,
a former convict turned successful
businessman known for his philanthropy to the poor and abandoned
of Paris. Vidocq is often regarded as
the first private detective and was
director of the Sûreté Nationale.
Hugo escaped gunfire amidst the
barricades during the disastrous
anti-royalist Revolution of 1832, and
Valjean’s rescue of Fantine echoes Hugo’s own
defense of a prostitute from arrest by police.
On opening night of UK Opera Theatre’s
See Page 6
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Les Mis
Les Mis’’ 13 performances are October
10-13 and 16-20 at 7:30 p.m., and
October 12, 13, 19 and 20 at 2:00
p.m. Performances will be held at
the Lexington Opera House.
Tickets are available at Lexington
Center Box Office (859-233-3535).
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John Greer
Visiting Associate Professor/Head Coach
of Voice and Opera, UK School of Music
For part of the summer, I was back in my
Toronto home. Then I spent a
month working as a coach and
accompanist for the Flagstaff in
Fidenza program in Italy. It was 19
kilometers from Busseto and Sant'
Agata, the birthplace and later the
home of Giuseppe Verdi where he
Greer
lived in Villa Verdi. We gave concerts
in Busseto and performed a full production of
Verdi's La Traviata in the opera house in Fidenza,
where Verdi himself conducted during his
lifetime. It was an awe-inspiring experience!

Cynthia Lawrence
Endowed Chair in Voice/Opera,
UK School of Music
I was casting producer and performed the role
of Mimi in La Bohème for the 40th anniversary
of the Dominican National Symphony in Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic, under the
baton of Maestro José Antonio
Molina. It was broadcast live on
over 40 screens throughout the
Dominican Republic and was livestreamed on the web. My DMA
student, Thomas Gunther, also
Lawrence sang Schaunard in this production,
and my husband, Mark R. Calkins,
sang the roles of Benoît and Alcindoro.
I was a guest master clinician for the Primer
Encuentro Internacional de Canto Lirico in
Guadalajara (June 3-14) and gave a recital as
well. This new summer program included,
in addition to myself, among its faculty Cliff
Jackson, coach (USA); Manuel Castillo, tenor,
organizer and chief operating officer (USA,
MEX); Arturo Rodriguez, baritone (MEX);
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Cecilia Montemayor, mezzo-soprano (MEX);
and Esteban Román, stage director (MEX).
EICL has 26 students from all over Mexico
plus one from Brazil. Performances included
a recital that I gave with Professor Jackson at
the Exconvento del Carmen and two student
concerts. There were also 10 master classes,
132 voice lessons, four conferences, and
acting lessons as well as yoga classes.
The rest of the time I spent in my garden
and enjoying my time at home.

Tedrin Blair Lindsay
Lecturer and voice coach,
UK School of Music
I had a very busy summer, beginning with
Grand Night in June in Lexington. After that I
joined Dr. McCorvey at the 50th
Anniversary Commemoration of
the Desegregation at University of
Alabama at Tuscaloosa before flying
to Ireland with Dr. McCorvey and
other American Spiritual Ensemble
soloists for the 50th Anniversary
Lindsay
Commemoration of the homecoming
of President John F. Kennedy in New Ross, Ireland.
In July I accompanied UK baritone Kenneth Overton
in a concert at New London, New Hampshire before
returning to Ireland with Dr. McCorvey and winners
of UK Alltech voice scholarships to entertain at the
Alltech Ambassadors’ Dinner and Craft Brewing and
Distillery Convention in Dublin. Finally in August, I
accompanied the ASE on its annual tour of Spain.

Met judges announced
The judges for the 2013 Metropolitan Opera
Kentucky District Auditions are Dominic
Cossa, Joanna Meier and Benita Valente.
Auditons are Saturday, Nov. 23 at 10 a.m. at
Memorial Hall. Benita Valente will teach the
Master Class at 1:00 p.m. on Sunday, Nov 24th.
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By Tedrin Blair Lindsay, PhD
With Les Misérables just around the corner, there
is revolution in the air! … the French Revolution,
that is. Not very many operas or musicals take advantage of that dramatic time in world history for
a thrilling setting, but those that do pack a wallop,
and you may enjoy getting to know two operas in
particular as a supplement to the hearty dose of
liberté, égalité and fraternité offered in Les Mis.
First, every opera lover should know and love
Umberto Giordano’s Andrea Chénier, one of the
few operas from the verismo period of Italian opera not completely obscured by the overwhelming
success of Puccini’s masterpieces.
The poet-hero of the title was one of
Plácido Domingo’s great roles, captured in his prime (1999) on an RCA
Red Seal recording (74321-39499-2).
The noblewoman Maddalena, who
Dr. Lindsay goes to the guillotine with him rather
than live without her love, when given
the opportunity to escape, is sung with fantastic
passion by Renata Scotto, to my mind the greatest verismo specialist the world has yet known.
The estimable Sherrill Milnes always sparked magnificent energy as Domingo’s villains and rivals in
operas throughout their careers, many captured
on recording – but this is one of their best! James
Levine, quite frankly the greatest opera conductor the world has yet known, leads the forces of
the National Philharmonic Orchestra in raising
the tri-color in resplendent recorded sound.
The other French Revolution opera is Dialogue
des Carmelites by Francis Poulenc, a meditation on
courage, fear, and faith in the face of death, with
gorgeous, dramatic music. It boasts one of the
most effective finales of any opera ever written:
as the nuns are led to the guillotine, their chorus
jarred by chops of the blade at irregular intervals,
reducing their number until only one, the heroine Blanche is left, and then she, too, is silenced.
There are several excellent recordings of this 20th

Dr. Lindsay's Lecture Series
Three of opera’s greatest composers were born in
the 13th year of their respective centuries: Wagner,
Verdi and Britten. Please come develop a deeper
appreciation for these geniuses of the lyric stage!
Saturday, Nov. 2: Giuseppe Verdi, Part 1
Saturday, Nov. 9: Verdi, Part 2
Saturday, Nov. 16: Benjamin Britten
Saturday, Nov. 23: NO CLASS
(Metropolitan Opera auditions)
Saturday, Nov. 30: Richard Wagner, Part 1
Saturday, Dec. 7: Wagner, Part 2
Lexington Opera Society Lecture Series classes
will be held in the Niles Gallery of the Lucille
Caudill Little Fine Arts Library, from 10 a.m.
until noon on the Saturdays listed above.
Cost: $20 per class session, $5 for students.

Century masterwork, but my favorite is the first,
featuring the Blanche of Denise Duval, a favorite
soprano of Poulenc’s and for whom the role was
written. However, the most magnificent singing in
this 1958 recording is by the glorious Régine Crespin, one of the most revered dramatic sopranos of
the so-called Golden Age, as the Mother Superior
who guides her convent through the darkest hours.
Denise Scharley, Liliane Berton and Rita Gorr also
contribute incisive and harrowing characterizations under the baton of Pierre Dervaux leading
the forces of L’Opéra de Paris. (EMI 7493312)
Most cast albums of Les Misérables are excellent
renditions, including the original London production, and the special 10- and 25-year anniversary
concert recordings, but the original Broadway cast
remains my favorite, if only for nostalgia of the
familiar. Colm Wilkinson, Terrence Mann, Randy
Graff, Judy Kuh, Frances Ruffelle, Michael Maguire
and the rest of the company deliver the story and
the music with unforgettable fervor, just as they
did onstage in 1987. (Decca Broadway 24151-2)
Fall 2013
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Opera, like all theater, manifests itself in great
artistry and performance that uplift the audience — even the whole community. But the impact of recent UKOT productions has extended
beyond the cultural sphere to make a significant
impression on Lexington’s economic landscape.
Last October’s production of The Phantom of
the Opera broke Opera House records for number
of public performances, 11, and tickets sold, about
10,000. The $429,000 budget paid scores of local people – from backstage workers to costume
makers to graphic artists – and the show produced
$546,000 from ticket sales and sponsorships.
In addition to the salaries paid and the monetary boon for UKOT, which plows the “profit”
into future shows, Phantom also provided an economic boost to downtown Lexington. Anytime
UKOT has "an extended run at the Opera House,
it has a positive impact on the Opera House as
well as surrounding restaurants and retailers,”
said Opera House manager LuAnn Franklin.
Franklin expects Les Misérables will
be no exception during the three weeks
(one of rehearsal and two of performance) it occupies the Opera House.
Chris Hayner, manager of nearby Shakespeare
and Co., says UK’s opera productions and his restaurant’s offerings make a natural pairing that
helps his business, and beyond. “All of downtown
benefits from any show at the Opera House. The
current economic resurgence of Short Street
is evidence of that. It went from nothing being
here, to a few bars, and now there is a variety of
quality restaurants and thriving businesses.”
Representatives of Desha’s restaurant say
UK performances are good for the bottom
line. Opening weekend of Phantom brought
a 29 percent increase in sales, and they anticipate similar gains with Les Misérables.
Almost all of the Phantom performances sold
out. Franklin said some tickets are still available
for the Les Mis performances, but sales are brisk
so don’t risk being shut out by waiting too long.
UKOT's shows provide incredible opportuniBRAVO!
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production of The Phantom of the Opera in
October 2012, Artistic Director Everett McCorvey received a surprise gift: a fax signed by
Phantom’s New York city cast wishing UKOT
all the best! After the hugely successful run,
McCorvey wrote to Cameron Mackintosh, the
British producer of Phantom and Les Mis, suggesting UK be the first U.S. university in line for
production rights to Les Mis. Soon afterward,
UK was one of the very first to be signed up.
Les Mis will be UKOT’s largest production
ever, with a cast of more than 60 singers on
stage guided by Stage Director Richard Kagey
and Music Director Tedrin Blair Lindsay. The
innovative set by Robert Pickering brings the
grandeur and the squalor of 19th Century
Paris to life, and Susan Dudley Wigglesworth’s
brilliant costumes capture the sharp contrast
between the wealthy Parisian bourgeoisie and
the pathetic rabble of the mean streets. The
principal roles are double cast: Gregory Turay
(UKOT Artist in Residence) and Matthew Allen Brown share the lead as the heroic Jean
Valjean, and Thomas Gunther and Jacob Waid
appear alternately as the relentless Javert. Jessica Bayne and Wanessa Campelo embody the
doomed Fantine, and Alyssa Marie Pendleton
and Gabrielle Barker tug our heartstrings as
her daughter, Cosette. The UK Symphony, a
92 member full student orchestra, directed
by John Nardolillo, does full justice to ClaudeMichel Schönberg’s memorable score. The
English libretto by Herbert Kretzmer was
adapted from the original French "concept
album" by Alain Boubil and Jean-Marc Natel.
-- Mary Powell
ties for our singers but we shouldn’t forget they
also bring a financial boost to our community.
Fittingly, it’s in a musical, Hello, Dolly, that this
marriage of money and public benefit is best expressed: “Money, pardon the expression, is like
manure. It’s not worth a thing unless it’s spread
around, encouraging young things to grow.”
— Anne Taul
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The Lexington Opera Society is pleased to announce its participation in the 2013 GoodGiving Guide
Challenge, sponsored by Blue Grass Community
Foundation and Smiley Pete Publishing. This community-wide online giving Challenge raises funds to benefit nonprofits in Fayette and surrounding counties.
The challenge will run November 1 through December 31. Last year’s Challenge raised $429,842 for 68
nonprofits through more than 4,000 individual gifts.
Local businesses and donors contributed $98,116
in incentive prizes for a grand total of $527,958.
LOS joined the 2013 Challenge because it fits perfectly with its mission to enhance public awareness
and appreciation of opera, primarily through support
of University of Kentucky Opera Theatre. The Challenge focuses on expanding support for nonprofits in
our region through the innovative use of social media
and online giving, attracting a wide range of new contributors through various social media platforms. The
social networking sites used in the Challenge include:
Facebook, a service that enhances online communications among individuals and common-interest groups;
Twitter, a microblogging service that allows users
to send and read short messages known as tweets;
LinkedIn, a site that connects people in professional
occupations and is used to share industry tips, find
and post jobs, and allows employers to see résumés;
Tumblr, a microblogging platform where users can post short multimedia blogs; and
Pinterest, a pinboard-style photo-sharing website
whose users can create theme-based image collections featuring specific events and interests.
On November 1, the new edition of the GoodGiving Guide will be published listing all the nonprofits
participating in the 2013 Challenge. LOS will email an
invitation to regular supporters, asking them to visit
the GGG Challenge website and donate to LOS. LOS
Social Media Administrator, Patrick Joel Martin, will
also post information about the mission, programs,

Everyone will know when SOOP brings opera to town.

Opera on the road, in the schools
The Schmidt Opera Outreach Program, better
known as SOOP, will be on the road this fall bringing
opera to thousands of students during the 80 performances scheduled in 31 counties at press time.
The show is the classic tale of Jack and the
Beanstalk set to music from the operettas of Gilbert
and Sullivan. The theme of this slightly revised version is the importance of the Golden Rule.
The cast is made up of Markel D. Reed as Jack B.
Nimble; Rebecca Farley as his mother Mrs. Nimble
and the Giant's Wife; and Phillip Bullock as Trouble
Man, who gives Jack the famous beans, and the Giant. Suna Avci is both narrator and accompanist. The
show’s production staff also includes Avci as assistant
music director along with director Marc Schlackman,
stage director Richard Kagey, costume designer Susan Dudley Wigglesworth, and music director Cliff
Jackson.
SOOP was recognized with the Kentucky Music
Educators Association 2012-2013 Friend of Music
Award, its highest non-music educator award for
contribution to Music Education.
and activities of LOS on the social media sites, directing readers to the LOS website and sharing interesting tweets. Donations can be sent through one of
the social media sites or by traditional mail. There is
no obligation to use the above social media sites to
participate in the Challenge and contribute to LOS.
Martin is also the 2013-14 UKOT Student Representative to the LOS board. His expertise in 21st century
communications makes him a perfect guide for LOS’
entry into the brave new world of electronic media.
— Mary Powell, Louise Shouse,
and Patrick Joel Martin
Fall 2013
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After years of coping with an abundance of lesswork area. However, Memorial Hall has no elthan-satisfactory locations, Lexington Opera Socievator or loading dock, so everything had to be
ety costume designer Susan Dudley Wigglesworth
hauled in and out via a narrow, steep staircase.
is “ecstatic” about the recent move of the LOS/
Later, when Henderson gave UKOT additional
UK Opera Theatre costume collection to its new
costumes, they were stored at Boyd Hall, an old
home. In 2004, with a grant from the Lucille Little
dormitory. When Boyd was slated for demolition,
Foundation,
those costumes
LOS purchased
moved to UK’s
4,000 costumes
Cooperstown
from Marie
apartments,
Henderson,
demolished
UKOT’s longin 2012.
time costumer,
Thus, for
who was closing
years the colher business.
lection was disThe collection
tributed among
ranged from
two campus
Greco/Roman
locations and
to futuristic and
one downtown,
fantasy, but was
all inconvein grave need
nient, crowded
of cataloging, a
and unsuitable.
task entrusted to
And often just
Susan
Wigglesworth
celebrated
LOS'
new,
spacious
costume
shop.
volunteer Mary
ahead of the
Powell. Initially
wrecking ball.
the costumes
Today, thanks
were stored in the Reynolds Building, the former
to Everett McCorvey’s skillful negotiations and the
tobacco warehouse that housed UK Art Departgenerosity of the Fayette County Public Schools,
ment studios. The space was cramped, dirty, frethe Costume Shop has a spacious new home in
quently inaccessible and had no climate control.
the former Johnson Elementary School on 6th
To alleviate these problems LOS in 2005
Street. With almost 50,000 square feet, the entire
rented space at Victorian Square to store
collection and workshop are finally in one clean,
costumes, a great improvement but not
comfortable and air-conditioned space. Best of
big enough to house a workshop, too.
all, tall windows provide ample natural light for
When Wigglesworth joined UKOT in 2009, she
Wigglesworth and her helpers – Jan Yon, Emma
discovered “a costumer's nightmare” in the workBuchanan Friedman, and volunteers dubbed “the
shop, located in the basement of UK’s Memorial
Thimble Brigade.” (See LOS newsletter Fall 2012.)
Hall. A series of small rooms with no windows,
So, when you admire the gorgeous cosit had flooding problems and insect infestations
tumes in Les Misérables and future producand mice. After weeks of Herculean labor clearing
tions, remember the long, arduous road these
rooms and discarding damaged costume items,
garments traveled to reach the stage!
Wigglesworth and her helpers created a usable
— Georgiana Strickland and Mary Powell
BRAVO!
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OCTOBER
Les Misérables
Lexington Opera House
October 10-13, 16-20, 7:30 p.m.
October 12, 13, 19, 20, 2 p.m.
Ticketed event
UK Vocal Competition for Young Singers
Singletary Center for the Arts, UK Campus
October 12, 10 a.m.
Free
NOVEMBER
Bravo Guild Fall Meeting
Tea with SOOP performance of Jack and the
Beanstalk
St. Michael’s Episcopal Church
2025 Bellefonte Dr.
November 16, 3 p.m.
Bravo Guild members and guests
Central Kentucky Youth Orchestra concert
with UKOT
Singletary Center
November 10, 7 p.m.
Ticketed event
Kentucky District Metropolitan Auditions
Memorial Hall, UK Campus
November 23, 10 a.m.
Free
Master Class
Memorial Hall
November 24, 1 p.m.
Free
DECEMBER
Alltech Celebration of Song
December 15, Time and location TBA
Free

Remembering Tom Getchell
Tom Getchell died unexpectedly in July at
the age of 73. Dr. Getchell was many things;
a devoted husband and father, a scientist,
teacher, scholar, genealogist, and historian.
He gave generously of his time to
many people and causes, including
the Lexington Opera Society. He
had just begun a two-year term as
president at the time of his death.
Dr. Everett McCorvey
Dr. Getchell praised him as “a strong advocate for opera in Central Kentucky and
especially for graduate education,” adding that he was working on a plan to raise
funds for graduate scholarships at the
time of his death. Dr. Getchell, a longtime supporter of Sarasota Opera, also
worked to strengthen ties between that
company and the UK opera program.
Dr. Getchell, “possessed a positive spirit
and a 'can-do' approach to every problem,"
McCorvey said. “His kindness, his gentleness and his wisdom will be missed.”

FEBRUARY 2014
Little Nemo in Slumberland
UK Opera Theatre Undergraduate Studio
Singletary Center
February 1-2, 2 p.m.
Ticketed event
MARCH 2014
Don Giovanni
Lexington Opera House
March 6-9, 7:30 p.m.
March 9, 2 p.m.
Ticketed event
For tickets call:
Opera House: 859-233-3535
Singletary: 859-257-4929
Fall 2013

